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Why This
Report Matters
Mobile apps and Artificial Intelligence tools
are transforming many industries, and the Quick
Service Restaurant landscape is now at the
forefront of that change.
The shift to online ordering during the pandemic
is sticking around, and many operations are
realizing their technology is out of date - they
need faster service and greater order accuracy
to recover lost profits.
Our team of experts at Agot AI have identified

5 Ways to Upgrade your Kitchen in 2021.

We put together this report using our industry
expertise and findings from collaboration with
major players in the QSR industry.
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Utilize Labor
More Efficiently
In a QSR space that relies so much on people, enhanced
insight into your team can be critical. The Harvard Business
Review reported that performance measures and management
practices often “don’t reflect the particular economics of
people-driven businesses” adding that it’s crucial to “identify
where and how value is being created (by people)...and
to highlight their productivity”.1

“A bad restaurant experience can be

achieved through bad service alone”
— Dana Spiotta, American author

After rising labor costs and turnover, the third most important factor
related to labor is poor training.2 And a Cornell University study
found that turnover could cost as much as $5,864 per employee.3

Are my employees following operations procedures?
Do some tasks increase wait times for customers?
Are employees working productively, both
individually and as a team?
We can answer these questions by getting a clearer look
at performance metrics, and using that data to validate and
optimize operations. Based on our experience working with
leading QSRs, even a 5% improvement in labor optimization
and turnover can result in a 100 to 200 basis point
improvement to Profit & Loss (P&L).4
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HBR - The Surprising Economics of a ‘People Business’
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QSR Magazine - The Operations Hurdles Facing Restaurants in 2020
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The Rail Media - The Real Cost of Restaurant Staff Turnover
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Agot’s proprietary data from partnerships with leading (top 15) QSR brands
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Uncover Hidden
Food Waste Costs
In the restaurant business, a large proportion of cost is
dedicated to food. Many operators focus on standard ways
to reduce food costs, such as training staff to properly manage
inventory, controlling portions accurately, menu optimization,
and waste management.
The lowest hanging fruit for most operators are inventory
management and menu engineering - changes to either of
these are easier to implement, manage and track. But food
waste can be a much more complicated metric to study.
To get an accurate measure, a survey must dig into the more
unexpected ways that food is wasted.

Do I know all the ways my food costs are impacted?
Is each order being prepared as requested?
How often are items missing from orders?
Are orders being handed off to the right customers?
As with labor, part of the problem can be attributed to visibility,
or lack thereof. With off premise and third party delivery on the
rise, these types of questions are more important than ever.
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Get Serious About
Order Accuracy
Our customers are increasingly concerned about the impact of
order accuracy on operations. A 2018 study on drive-thru order
accuracy revealed that leading QSR chains average an order
accuracy of just 89.7%, meaning 1 error for every 10 orders.5

Leading QSR chains average
1 error for every 10 orders
The increase in off-premise orders seen during the pandemic
isn’t going away6, and those multi-sourced orders add complexity,
increasing the chances for error. Our modeling tells us that
leading QSR brands could improve P&L by 75 to 150 basis
points, just by eliminating remaking and refunding costs alone.7
That’s not all - every wrong order has an unhappy (and hungry)
customer attached to it. The impact of those dissatisfied
customers? A potential 315 to 350 basis points.8

Was the order made right?
Is the right order going to the right customer?
Are employees resolving order issues proactively?
Answering these questions can address both direct and
indirect cost implications of order accuracy, like food waste,
kitchen disruptions, and customers rejoining drive-thru lines
to correct errors.
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QSR Magazine - The 2018 QSR Drive-Thru Study: Order Accuracy
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QSR Magazine - Online Ordering is Here to Stay
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Agot AI - Proprietary data based on pilots with leading (top 15) QSR brands
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Agot AI - Proprietary data
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Supercharge
Speed of Service
Speed of Service is another area with rich opportunities for
improvement to both customer satisfaction and overall sales,
with crucial gains to be made during peak times and at the
drive-thru window. Our analysis shows that eliminating customer
dissatisfaction with Speed of Service can result in a 150 to 220
basis point improvement to P&L.9 Cutting out throughput
problems could add another 260 to 300 basis points.10
Focusing efforts can cut wait times by 30 seconds,11 meaning
a two minute wait time could improve by 25%, a huge gain
in a business already operating at high efficiency. That kind
of increase will make drive-thru operations more profitable
by increasing throughput and shortening lines, attracting
customers who won’t wait in a long queue.

Order inefficiencies at drive-thru
can cost...over $30Kper year
Are there bottlenecks in the process?
Do payments get processed efficiently?
Are customers leaving because of the wait?
Having visibility on the source of the speed problems is critical,
and having advanced technology is more important than ever.
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Agot AI - Proprietary data based on pilots with leading (top 15) QSR brands
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Agot AI - Proprietary data
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CNBC - Drive-thru ordering surged during the pandemic
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Update Technology
and Integrate Services
Finding ways to upgrade or integrate older technologies
is impacting businesses as new technological solutions
become available.
A pre-pandemic study showed that “only 27 percent of
operators said their company was embracing technology
to automate various aspects of their business.”12
A post pandemic survey, shows that “nearly 45% of leaders
surveyed said that data has become more valuable, and 38%
are working to combine data sources to get a better picture
of their customers and businesses.”13

operators surveyed said data
45% of
is more valuable than ever
focused on finding new
38% are
ways to uncover and use data

From POS to KDS to online ordering to drive-thrus, operators
now realize that they need to upgrade their technologies to
better reflect consumer changes, business operating changes,
and updated designs - and to ultimately provide better visibility
into their businesses, with actionable data.
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QSR Magazine - The Operations Hurdles Facing Restaurants in 2020
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Restaurant Business - How Covid-19 Upended Restaurants' Conservative Approach to Tech
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About Agot and
Computer Vision AI
You may be familiar with Computer Vision (CV)
without knowing it. If you’ve ever given yourself
cat ears with a camera filter, or ridden in a Tesla
operating in Autopilot mode, you’ve used CV
technology!

This report is based on research Agot AI has
undertaken to understand how our CV technology
can continue to support the needs of the QSR
industry in 2021. Below are the key areas that
Agot AI can make a difference in your operation.

Computer Vision is a process where “artificial
intelligence algorithms can identify and process
images (photos, videos, etc.) and then ... classify,
identify, verify, and detect objects”, explained a
recent Forbes publication14 highlighting the
change CV technology is introducing to business.

Agot AI gives you the power to:

The complex insight that CV technology can give us
is typically much more robust than that of human
observation. The applications for this technology
are varied and can transcend industries.

14

Forbes - What is Computer Vision And Ways It’s Used In Business

Measure Elusive KPIs
From how long it takes to prepare a meal
item to the impact of new kitchen routines,
quantify all happenings of your kitchen to
identify trends in service, sales and operations

Improve Order Accuracy
Our Interventional Order Accuracy™
technology follows orders being prepared
in your kitchen and stops assembly or
bagging errors by alerting team members
through your existing kitchen systems

Accelerate Speed of Service
Our drive-thru product tracks customer
vehicles as they queue, providing calculations
to help team members improve order staging
and ensure the right items go to each car
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